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SM-T4RC

40°
Electronically controlled
ZTR steering for simple,
efficient, super responsive
operation in both Manned
and Remote Modes.

Powered by Yanmar
liquid cooled 25 HP
turbo diesel engine.

Designed to mow grass
and weeds transversely
on slopes up to 40°.

ABOUT
Introducing the SlopeMaster SM-T4RC,
the newest addition to the Kut Kwick
fleet of slope mowers. This unique 60"
ZTR slope mower comes with an easy
to use remote control to hit those
spots that are too rough for a manned
machine. Two swappable,
rechargeable batteries and a portable
charging station are included to keep
you mowing all day long!

CORE SPECIFICATIONS:
60" Cut Width, 1.5" to 5.5"
Manually Adjustable Cut Height
Dual Speed Propulsion
Tilting Operator's Seat
Up to 125 Yard Remote Control
Range
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SM-T4RC
General Info

Available Options

Canopy
Light Kit
Rotary Beacon

Safety

Operator positioned rearward to allow for
max visibility and safety
ROPS SAE-1040(c)
Lanyard connected kill switch
Patented tip-up stop to prevent rearward
rollover

Tilting operator's seat keeps operator in
upright position on steep slopes
Dimensions: 112"L, 75"W, 81"H
Weight: 2,688 lbs
Drive Tires: Dual 23x8.5-12" 4-Ply Ag-tread
Front Casters: 13x5" semi-pneumatic
Dual speed propulsion
Mows great on slopes as well as flat terrain

Remote Control

Designed to mimic manned controls for
ease of use in both operating modes
Range of up to 125 yards
Operator Detection & Emergengcy Shutoff
Comes with 2 batteries, neck strap, and
portable battery charger

Cutter Deck

60" cutting width
Adjustable cutting height,
1.5" to 5.5"
Front mounted, rear discharge
3 hydraulically driven,
3/8" blades, available
in flat, medium, and high lift
Designed for mowing
grass and weeds on flat
or steep terrain,
up to 40°

Engine

25 HP Yanmar water cooled turbo diesel
Tier 4 Final EPA
Designed for continuous slope mowing
Special air filter design for use in extreme
conditions
Dual deck mounted fuel tanks for all-day
mowing
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